Abstract We consider polling systems in which a single server visits stations in cyclic order and serves customers at each station according to either the gated rule or the exhaustive rule of the station. There are multiple classes of customers at each station, and they are served in either the priority order or the first-come-first-served (FCFS) order. After completing a service at a station, each customer may be routed to one of the stations or leave the system according to the Markovian feedback mechanism. In this paper, a new approach to mean sojourn times in multiclass queues, developed in [11, 14, 15] , is extended to the feedback polling systems as follows. We define the conditional expected sojourn times and find their linear functional expressions by solving some equations. The steady state average sojourn times are derived from these expressions by simple limiting procedures, and their values are obtained by solving a set of linear equations. We also consider composite scheduling algorithms and calculate mean path times.
Introduction
A polling system with multiple classes of customers and their feedback is analyzed in this paper. A single server selects (or visits) stations in cyclic order and admits customers at the selected station into the service facility according to either the gated rule or the exhaustive rule of the station. Since there are multiple customer classes at each station, customers in the service facility are served in either the first-come-first-served (FCFS) or the fixed priority order. In previous research, Sidi, Levy and Fuhrmann [25] analyzed a polling system with feedback. We extend their system to include multiple customer classes and local priorities. We can easily calculate the mean path time, which is the mean amount of time spent by an arbitrary customer traversing a specific path. The initial version of our feedback polling model is given in [13] . A new approach to analyzing the polling systems, which was developed in [15] , is extended to the feedback model in this paper.
Numerous studies and techniques have been developed for computing the mean waiting times in polling systems. The buffer occupancy method has been considered by many researchers (e.g., Cooper [4] , Cooper and Murray [5] , Eisenberg [9] , and Takagi [28] ). Levy and Sidi [22] analyzed polling systems with simultaneous arrivals by using the method. An iterative algorithm for this method was discussed by Levy [20] . The descendant set (DS) technique proposed by Konheim, Levy and Srinivasan [19] is a variation of the method. It has been shown that the buffer occupancy method and the DS technique can be applied to a polling system with feedback ( [19, 25] ). Another method called the station time method was considered by Ferguson and Aminetzah [10] . Takine and Hasegawa [31] analyzed a sym-metric system under Bernoulli scheduling by using the stochastic decomposition property.
Polling systems are used to analyze computer communication systems. Their applications to data link control and to token ring networks were discussed by Takagi [29] . Levy and Sidi [21] provided feedback polling models of the SR-ARQ scheme in a communication network. Takagi [27] discussed feedback polling models of file transfer networks and error-prone transmission systems. An application to call processing in switching systems was discussed by Katayama [17] . In recent years, various types of multimedia messages composed of multiple packets have been transmitted through a network. Therefore, scheduling policies and priorities for transmitting messages have become essential issues. We may model messages at a network node as customers with multiple services and priorities, and then obtain their whole message delays (path times) rather than their packet delays.
Several variations of feedback polling systems have been studied. Katayama [16, 18] investigated multi-stage tandem queues served by a single cyclic server. The mean sojourn times in polling systems with Bernoulli feedback were obtained by Takine, Takagi and Hasegawa [32] . Priority queueing systems with feedback have also been considered. A Bernoulli feedback queue was considered by Disney [7] , and the queue with multiple customer classes was considered by Doshi and Kaufman [8] . Deterministic feedback systems were investigated by Van den Berg, Boxma and Groenendijk [1] , and Daigle and Houstis [6] . General feedback queues with multiple classes of customers and priorities were considered by Simon [26] , and Paterok and Fischer [23] . A general multiclass feedback queue with gated disciplines was considered by Hirayama [14] .
The first step in our method is to define stochastic process Q that represents an evolution of the system states and is to define conditional expected sojourn times such as (2.7), (2.11) and (2.15). Then we make 'feedback equations' (equations (2.9), (2.13) and (2.17)) in Section 2. The second step is to consider the conditional expected sojourn times per service stage W 
Model Description
In this section, we describe our model of the multiclass polling system with Markovian feedback. J groups of customers arrive at the system, and customers belonging to group i, called i-customers, stay at station i (i = 1, . . . , J). Group i consists of L i classes of customers, and customers belonging to class α in group i, called (i, α)-customers, arrive from outside the system according to a Poisson process with rate λ i,α (α = 1, . . . , L i ).
α=1 λ i,α be the total arrival rate. The e th customer arrives from outside the system at epoch σ e 0 and is denoted by c e (e = 1, 2, . . .) 1 . Let S ≡ {(i, α) : i = 1, . . . , J and α = 1, . . . , L i }, and the total number of classes is denoted by
A single server serves customers at these stations. Service times S i,α of (i, α)-customers are independently, identically and arbitrarily distributed with mean E[S i,α ] > 0 and second moment s 2 i,α . Customers are served according to the predetermined scheduling algorithm 1 The customer c e arrives from outside the system according to a Poisson process with rate λ, and when it arrives, it becomes an (i, α)-customer with probability λ i,α /λ. defined below. After completing a service at each service stage, an (i, α)-customer either returns to the system as a (j, β)-customer with probability p i,α,j,β , or departs from the system with probability 1 −
2 . The feedback probability matrix is given by P ≡ (p i,α,j,β : (i, α), (j, β) ∈ S). Since we assume that P n → O as n → ∞, all arriving customers eventually leave the system. For any (i, α) ∈ S, let T i,α be the total amount of service times received by a customer arriving as an (i, α)-customer until it departs from the system, and let T i,α be its expected value. The set of the values T i,α , (i, α) ∈ S, satisfies: i is incurred when the server switches services from station i to station i+1. 3 The arrival processes, the service times, the feedback processes and the switchover times are assumed to be independent of each other.
The system is separated into two parts, which are called the 'service facility' and the 'waiting room.' There is a gate at each station between the set of its queues in the waiting room and the set of its queues in the service facility, which intercepts the migration of customers between them. Each customer arriving at each station from outside the system or by the feedback mechanism enters its queue in the service facility when its gate is opened; otherwise, it enters its queue in the waiting room 4 . The server selects one of the stations at a time, and then opens its gate in order to admit some customers at the station to its queues in the service facility. Then, the server serves the customers in the service facility until the server empties it, and then selects another station and opens its gate. Since the gates of the stations that are not selected by the server are closed, all customers at such stations must wait for service in the queues in the waiting room. Once a customer begins a service, its service is not interrupted by other customers (that is, the service is non-preemptive).
Each time interval from when the server selects a station until the first time the server empties the service facility is called a service period. Each time interval when the server switches selection of the stations is called a switchover period. Let Π = {1, . . . , J} be the set of (indices of) the service periods, where i ∈ Π denotes the service period of station i. And let Π s = {1 s , . . . , J s } be the set of (indices of) the switchover periods, where i s ∈ Π s denotes the switchover period from station i to station i + 1. The subsets of Π and Π s are defined as:
For any period k ∈ Π ∪ Π s , let k − denote the period just before the period k:
Customers in the system are served according to a predetermined scheduling algorithm. We will prescribe it according to the following specifications:
• Selection orders of the stations by the server.
• Customer selection rules used when the server admits customers into the service facility.
• Service orders of customers in the service facility. The selection order of the stations is the cyclic, as described before. The customer selection rule functions at every station only when it is selected by the server, and is either gated or exhaustive. When the server selects one of the stations with the gated rule, all customers staying at the station just when it is selected by the server enter its queues in the service facility, and then the gate is immediately closed. The service period of the station continues until the first time when all of the customers admitted into the service facility complete their services. H g denotes the set of stations with the gated rule (the gated groups). When the server selects one of the stations with the exhaustive rule, the gate of the station remains open (that is, customers arriving at the station later may still enter the service facility) and the server continues to serve all customers until the station is cleared of customers for the first time. The service period of the station finishes at this time, and its gate is closed. H e denotes the set of stations with the exhaustive rule (the exhaustive groups).
The service order of customers in the service facility is either FCFS order, or fixed priority order. If the server selects a group with the FCFS order, it serves all customers in the service facility in a first-come-first-served order. This group has a queue in the waiting room and a queue in the service facility, both of which are common to all classes in the group. H gF denotes the set of gated groups with the FCFS order (the gated FCFS groups), and H eF denotes the set of exhaustive groups with the FCFS order (the exhaustive FCFS groups). If the server selects a group with the fixed priority order, it serves all customers in the service facility according to a fixed priority order, where class α customers in the group have priority over class β customers in the group if α < β. All customers in each class in the service facility are served in a first-come-first-served order. Each class in the group has an individual queue in the waiting room and an individual queue in the service facility. H gP denotes the set of gated groups with the fixed priority order (the gated priority groups), and H eP denotes the set of exhaustive groups with the fixed priority order (the exhaustive priority groups).
Note
In the feedback queueing system, each customer may have many arrival epochs. One is the customer's arrival epoch from outside the system and the others are the customer's feedback arrival epochs 5 . Hence, at each time the server selects a customer according to any of the 'first-come-first-served' orders, it must be specified for each customer under consideration which arrival epoch of the customer is its 'coming' epoch. In this paper, we assume that it is the last epoch when the customer arrived in its current group and class at this time. Then the server selects a customer whose last arrival epoch (or coming epoch) is the earliest among the customers under consideration. In other words, each (j, β)-customer arriving from outside or by feedback joins one of the following: (1) the tail of the queue of group j if j ∈ H gF ∪ H eF , or (2) the tail of the queue of class β in group j if j ∈ H gP ∪ H eP .
Relation to the existing models
We now summarize the relationship between our model and other existing polling models described in the references. We first note that we can analyze exhaustive and gated disciplines only in contrast to some existing models that analyze limited service disciplines. We also note that our model is used to analyze the systems with switchover times, whereas some existing models may be used to analyze the systems without switchover times or the systems with another type of overhead called a setup time or a vacation. For simplicity, we sometimes omit these differences in the following discussion.
A polling system with Markovian feedback (with switchover times) was studied by Sidi, Levy and Fuhrmann [25] . They considered a system with gated and exhaustive service disciplines, in which each station has a single class of customers. They derived the mean sojourn times by the buffer occupancy method and derived a pseudo-conservation law. This system is a special case of our system with L i = 1 (i = 1, . . . , J). The relationship between the buffer occupancy method and our method is given in Section 6.4.
In Bernoulli feedback queues, customers may return only to the same station at which they arrived with the same probability at every feedback epoch. The mean sojourn time in the symmetric Bernoulli feedback polling system with a 1-limited service discipline was derived by Takagi [27] , and the mean sojourn times in the symmetric system with exhaustive, gated and 1-limited disciplines were derived by Takine, Takagi and Hasegawa [32] . (They analyzed the systems with switchover times.) We can analyze the mean sojourn times in the asymmetric Bernoulli feedback system by setting
otherwise.
Multi-stage tandem queueing systems served by a single server were considered by Katayama [16] [17] [18] . In [16] , an N -stage system (without switchover times) with exhaustive, K-limited and gated service disciplines was considered, and the mean sojourn times were obtained. Each customer arriving from outside at stage 1 receives exactly N services. Each customer goes to stage i + 1 after completing a service at stage i (i = 1, . . . , N − 1). The server visits the stages in cyclic order (
We can analyze the mean sojourn times in the system by setting J = N and
In [17] , the 2-stage multi-class system (without switchover times) with exhaustive disciplines was considered, and the mean sojourn times of all types of customers were obtained. After completing a service at station 0 (the common station), each type-n customer arriving at the station returns to station 0 with probability p or proceeds to station n with probability q = 1 − p (n = 1, . . . , N ). A single server visits the stations in cyclic order. We can analyze the mean sojourn times in the tandem system by setting J = N + 1, L i = 1, (i = 1, . . . , N ), L N +1 = N (the common station is modeled as station N + 1 in our system), and
Definitions of the system states and the performance measures
Let us consider the system operating under some fixed scheduling algorithm. Let M e be the total number of service stages of customer c e from its arrival from outside the system at epoch σ e 0 until its departure from the system (e = 1, 2, . . .). Then let σ e k be the time just when, after completing its k th service stage, it arrives (by a feedback) at one of the stations or departs from the system (k = 1, 2, . . . , M e ). For convenience, let R, R + , I + be respectively a set of real numbers, a set of nonnegative real numbers, and a set of nonnegative integers.
Let (κ(t), a(t)) denote that a (κ(t), a(t))-customer is being served at time t if κ(t) ∈ Π, or denote that the server is switching from station i to station i + 1 if κ(t) = i s ∈ Π s (a(t) = 0 in this case). Then let r(t) denote the remaining service time of a customer being served at time t if κ(t) ∈ Π, or the remaining length of a switchover period if
} be the set of the status of the server. The number of (i, α)-customers in the service facility at time t (who are not being served) is denoted by g i,α (t), and the number of (i, α)-customers in the waiting room at time t is denoted by
The sample paths of these processes are assumed to be left-continuous with right-hand limits. We specify information of the system at time t:
, β m (t)) denotes (station, class) and s m (t) denotes the status of a customer who has arrived the m th earliest of all customers in the system at time t. Let us consider transition epochs of these processes consisting of customer arrival epochs, service completion epochs and switchover period completion epochs. Then let X(t) and Γ(t) respectively denote the station and the class of a customer arriving at the last transition epoch before or on t; if it is not a customer arrival epoch, then (X(t), Γ(t)) = (0, 0). (X(t), Γ(t)) and L(t) are right continuous with left-hand limits. Then we define the stochastic process
that represents an evolution of the system. For any scheduling algorithm defined above, Q may embed a Markov process. Possible values of Y (t) are called states, and the state space of Q is denoted by E. We define three types of the system performance measures of customer c e (e = 1, 2, . . .). First type of the performance measures is related to the waiting times of customer c e in the waiting room. We define for any t ≥ 0 and (i, α) ∈ S,
e stays in the waiting room as an (i, α)-customer at time t, 0, otherwise.
The c e 's waiting time spent in the waiting room as an (i, α)-customer is defined by
For l = 0, 1, 2, . . ., we define the two expected waiting times conditioned on the state of the system at time σ e l which are spent by customer c e in the waiting room as an (i, α)-customer after time σ e l . 
for Y ∈ E and l = 0, 1, 2, . . .
Second type of the performance measures is related to pieces of the c e 's waiting times in the waiting room 6 . Let
H e i,α (k) denotes the c e 's waiting time spent in the waiting room as an (i, α)-customer while the system is in period k. For l = 0, 1, 2, . . ., we define the two expected waiting times conditioned on the state of the system at time σ e l which are spent by customer c e in the waiting room as an (i, α)-customer after time σ e l while the system is in period k. 
. Third type of the performance measures is related to the sojourn times of customer c e in the service facility including its service times. We define for any t ≥ 0 and (i, α) ∈ S,
e stays in the service facility or receives a service as an (i, α)-customer at time t, 0, otherwise.
The c e 's sojourn time (i.e., sum of its waiting times and its service times) spent in the service facility as an (i, α)-customer is defined by
(2.14)
For l = 0, 1, 2, . . ., we define the two expected sojourn times conditioned on the state of the system at time σ e l which are spent by customer c e in the service facility as an (i, α)-customer after time σ e l .
(2.15) 
System States at Polling Instants
In this section, we consider the system at any polling instant, which is a time epoch just when the server selects a station. Let us consider the system with any scheduling algorithm defined in the last section. For any arrival epoch τ , the number of (k, γ)-customers at the first polling instant of station i after τ is denoted by ν
Derivation of the equations for the conditional expected values
Let N i,α,k,γ be the number of (k, γ)-customers who arrive during a service period of station i starting with an (i, α)-customer, and who still stay at station k at the service period completion epoch. Then its expected value N i,α,k,γ and its expected value N i,α,k,γ (r) conditioned on the remaining service time r of the initial (i, α)-customer, respectively, satisfy
(3.5)
For any arrival epoch τ and
(τ ) is the number of (k, γ)-customers at the first polling instant of the next polled station κ(τ ) + 1, which is composed of 7 -(k, γ)-customers staying in the waiting room at τ , -(k, γ)-customers arriving during the current service period κ(τ ), and
-customers arriving during the service period of station i − 1, and -(k, γ)-customers arriving during the following switchover period (i − 1) s . Let Y = (j, β, κ 0 , a 0 , r, g, n, L) ∈ E be the system state at any arrival epoch where g = (g i,α : (i, α) ∈ S) and n = (n i,α : (i, α) ∈ S). We define
Then for κ 0 ∈ Π and (k, γ) ∈ S, we have
(i = κ 0 + 1). In a similar manner, for κ 0 ∈ Π s and (k, γ) ∈ S, we have
Solutions of the equations
First we obtain equation (3.11) for ν k k,γ (Y ) in the following manner.
• Case:
Let us express these expressions in matrix forms. Let
Then equation (3.11) can be written as
Further from (3.8) and (3.10), we have
Then we have the following linear functional expressions of ν(Y ) and ν i (Y ). 16) where the constants
Proposition 1 For any
. . , J) can be determined by the expressions (3.7), (3.9), (3.13) and (3.14).
Quantities at Each Service Stage
In this section we first derive expressions of W 
for (i, α) ∈ S and δ = 0, 1, . . . , L i . We define the following quantities:
3)
is the expected remaining length of current service period κ 0 conditioned on the system state Y . δ(i, α) is the expected length of a service period i starting with an (i, α)-customer. Let us consider the system with any scheduling algorithm defined before.
Gated groups
We first derive expressions of the performance measures for c e arriving at station j with the gated rule (j ∈ H g ). Let Y = (j, β, κ 0 , a 0 , r, g, n, L) ∈ E be (a realized value of) the state of the system at the c e 's arrival epoch σ e l where g = (g i,α : (i, α) ∈ S) and n = (n i,α : (i, α) ∈ S)). Hence c e becomes a (j, β)-customer at this epoch. Its expected waiting time W I j,β (Y , e, l) is the expected length of time between the arrival epoch and the first polling instant of station j, which is composed of the following periods.
• Case: κ 0 ∈ Π.
-The current service period κ 0 and the following switchover period, whose expected remaining length is
. -The first service period of station k and the following switchover period, whose expected length is
-The current switchover period, whose expected remaining length is r.
-The first service period of station k and the following switchover period, whose expected length is
, is the expected waiting time while the system is in service period k. Then we have
, is the expected waiting time while the system is in switchover period k. Then we have
The expected sojourn time F Then we have
Finally, we would like to obtain the conditional expected values of (g(σ 
The number g k,γ (σ e l+1 ) consists of the following (k, γ)-customers.
• Case: k = j. None of customers is in the service facility at this epoch.
• Case: k = j. Customers staying at the first polling instant of station j and not served before customer c e . Then we have
Exhaustive groups
We derive expressions of the performance measures for c e arriving at station j with the exhaustive rule (j ∈ H e ). Let Y = (j, β, κ 0 , a 0 , r, g, n, L) ∈ E be (a realized value of) the state of the system at the c e 's arrival epoch σ The main difference between the exhaustive rules and the gated rules is in the case κ 0 = j. Then in a manner similar to the gated rules, we have
(4.13)
(4.14)
The expected sojourn time F 
For j ∈ H eP , let N δ j,α,k,γ be the number of (k, γ)-customers who arrive (from outside or by feedback) during a (j, δ)-busy period starting with a (j, α)-customer, and who still stay at station k at the end of the period ((k = j and γ = 1, . . . , L k ) or (k = j and γ = δ + 1, . . . , L j )). Then let N δ j,α,k,γ be its expected value and let N δ j,α,k,γ (r) be its expected value conditioned on the remaining service time r of the initial (j, α)-customer. Then
for (j, α) ∈ S; δ = 0, 1, . . . , L j , and (k, γ) ∈ S (γ > δ if k = j). Note that the c e 's waiting times related to F 
for j ∈ H eP . (Note that none of customers arrive by feedback during c e 's service.) Further the explanation for (j, γ)-customers in the service facility at the completion epoch of the sojourn time (related to) F I j,β (Y , e, l) is similar to that for j ∈ H eF except that in this case (j, γ)-customers (γ < β) are cleared from the system when c e starts service. Then we have 
Linear functional expressions of the quantities
Further we have
The above coefficients:
for every scheduling algorithm can be determined from the given system parameters by using the expressions given in this section.
Expressions of the Performance Measures
In this section, we obtain the expressions of the performance measures defined in Section 2. α) , (j, β) ∈ S; k ∈ {0} ∪ Π) be the solutions of the following set of equations: 
where 
for (i, α), (j, β) ∈ S, and (κ 0 , a 0 ) ∈ S A . Then it can be shown that
Then we define
Expressions of the performance measures: 
Proof: See Appendix B.
Note It can be shown that equations (2.9), (2.13) and (2.17) have unique solutions. Then
, and equations (5.11)- (5.13) give the linear functional expressions of the performance measures defined in Section 2.
(Since the proof of uniqueness is similar to that in [14] , we omit it.)
Steady State Values
Let us consider the system operating under any scheduling algorithm defined in Section 2.
In this section, we would like to evaluate the values:
which denotes the average sojourn time of (i, α)-customers arriving from outside the system as (j, β)-customers ((i, α), (j, β) ∈ S) 10 . For analytical convenience, we definē 
Derivation of the mean sojourn times
Let Λ i,α be the composite arrival rate of (i, α)-customers. The set of the values satisfies
wherer κ 0 ,a 0 andq κ 0 ,a 0 are given by (6.9) and (6.8), respectively, and whereg κ 0 andñ κ 0 are given by solving equations (6.15) and (6.16).
A pseudo-conservation law
The work decomposition result and the pseudo-conservation law for polling systems were given by Boxma and Groenendijk [3] , and they were extended by Boxma [2] . The pseudoconservation law for a polling system with local priority was considered by Shimogawa and Takahashi [24] and Takahashi and Kumar [30] . Sidi et al. [25] considered it for a polling system with feedback. We can obtain a pseudo-conservation law for our polling system. Let T 2 j,β be the second moments of T j,β . Then we have
Further letn Cj i,α be the average number of (i, α)-customers at a completion epoch of service period j. Since we have defined N j,β,i,α to be the expected value of (i, α)-customers who arrive during a service period of station j starting with a (j, β)-customer and who still stay at station i at its completion epoch, we have the following equation forn
Pseudo-conservation law We have the following pseudo-conservation law for a weighted sum of the average sojourn times.
where
Note The first term λT 2 /2(1 − ρ) in the right-hand side in equation (6.19 ) is the mean amount of work in the corresponding ordinary feedback system (without switchover times). The third termỸ in the equation is the mean amount of work at an arbitrary epoch in a switchover period. The sum of these two mean values is the mean work in our multiclass polling system with feedback, which comes from the work decomposition result given in [2] . The above pseudo-conservation law can be arranged as
/Λ i,α is the mean waiting time per service stage of (i, α)-customers. This equation corresponds to equation (6.3) in [25] if we consider the single class model.
Numerical examples
We give two numerical examples. Since we can consider multiple classes of customers at each station, we investigate various types of scheduling algorithms and compare them.
Model 1.
There are 4 stations in the system, and 4 types of customers arrive at each station. Each customer returns only to the same station at which it arrived from outside. For example, our model may represent a message switching node in a network where each arriving message contains multiple packets. The service parameters are given in Table 1 .
Each number at the 'Stage' row denotes a service stage number. Each customer receives services in the order: stage 1 → stage 2 → · · ·. Type 1 customers receive at most 5 stages of service, type 2 and type 3 customers receive at most 3 stages of service, and type 4 customers receive 1 stage of service. The variances of all service times are set at 0.5. The mean and the variance of all switchover times are 0.5 and 0.2, respectively. We plot the graphs by varying the arrival rates (or the resource utilization ρ) in Figures 1-3 .
We consider the three types of the scheduling algorithms of customers in each station.
Priority 1:
The following (local) priority order is given to the customer types:
Type 1 > Type 2 > Type 3 > Type 4. 
Priority 2:
The following (local) priority order is given to the customer types: Type 1 < Type 2 < Type 3 < Type 4.
Round-robin (R-R):
All customers are served in FCFS order regardless of their service stages and their types. All arriving customers join at the tail of the queue of the station. Figure 1 depicts the average sojourn times in the systems with the exhaustive rule. Since the 'Priority 1' algorithm gives the higher priority to the lower numbered type, the average sojourn time of the lower numbered type is almost smaller than that of the higher numbered type (Figure 1.1) . On the other hand, the 'Priority 2' algorithm gives the opposite results (Figure 1.2) . Since the 'round-robin' algorithm gives indifferent services to all customers, the average sojourn times of customers increase as their overall average service times increase (Figure 1.3) . Figure 2 depicts the average sojourn times in the systems with the gated rule. Since the gate is certainly closed at every time when each customer returns to the station after completing its service stage, it must wait until its next service period. Hence the average sojourn times of customers extremely depend on the number of their service stages (Figures 2.1-2.3) . Figure 3 depicts the overall average sojourn times of all customers. It is shown that the exhaustive rule is superior to the gated rule, and that the 'Priority 2' algorithm is better than the other scheduling algorithms. 
Model 2.
There are 6 stations in the system, and 4 types of customers arrive from outside at the 'client nodes' (stations 3, 4, 5, 6). Stations 1 and 2 are the 'server nodes' at which some common services of customers coming from the client nodes are executed. The paths of services and their parameters for each type of customers are given in Table 2 .
The arrival rates listed in the table are We consider the two types of the scheduling algorithms of customers at each client node. 1. Priority 1: The following (local) priority order is given to the customer types:
Type 1 > Type 2 > Type 3 > Type 4.
Priority 2:
The following (local) priority order is given to the customer types: Type 1 < Type 2 < Type 3 < Type 4. 
M.S.T. 5.0 → 2.5 → 5.0 → F.P. We assume that the service rules at the server nodes are the exhaustive FCFS and the service rules at the client nodes are the exhaustive priority. The graphs of the mean sojourn times are given in Figures 4-6 . We show in Figure 4 that the average sojourn time at station 6 is the least of all, and that the average sojourn time at station 3 is the largest of all. As the length of the path of services of customers becomes longer, their sojourn times become larger. The relative difference between the average sojourn time for type 2 customers and that for type 3 customers depends on the scheduling algorithms. The overall average sojourn time for 'priority 1' scheduling is slightly better than that for 'priority 2' scheduling (within 1 % difference).
Relation to the buffer occupancy method
In this section we consider a single class system where each station has a single class of customers (L k = 1 for k = 1, . . . , J) , and obtain the relationship between our method and the buffer occupancy method. Hence we omit the class index from our quantities (e.g., p k,i is the feedback probability from station k to station i, andñ k i andg k i are the average numbers of waiting i-customers in the waiting room and the service facility, respectively, while the system is in period k).
Let define the moments of the buffer occupancy variables ( [25] ):
where X j i is the number of customers residing at station j when station i is polled. Let
for k ∈ H e . Then we have the following relationships. 
Note
In the above expressions, C is the (steady state) cycle time of the system and they can be obtained by evaluating the integrals of the system states on a cycle C. For example,
Similar expressions can be found in [25] (equations (3.12), (3.13), (4.10) and (4.11)).
Conclusion
We have been concerned with multiclass polling systems with feedback, and the method developed in [11, 14, 15] has been extended. The average sojourn timew i,α (j, β) of (i, α)-customers arriving from outside the system as (j, β)-customers and a pseudo-conservation law have been obtained. We have compared our method with the buffer occupancy method. We conclude the paper by summarizing the key features and the advantages of our method. The first feature is that we can analyze composite scheduling algorithms.
• The scheduling algorithms include mixtures of the exhaustive and the gated rules, and the (local) priority and the FCFS orders.
• We can easily calculate mean path times for many types of customers which are mean amounts of times spent by customers traversing specific paths of services, by setting the system parameters appropriately. The second feature is the following analytical advantages.
• By solving the feedback equations, we can reduce the complicated derivation of the overall average sojourn times to the derivation of the expected sojourn times in each stage of service and the expected numbers of customers at each feedback epoch.
• By using the linear functional expressions, the performance measures for all scheduling algorithms considered have the same expressions. Furthermore, similar expressions are found in the priority systems [11, 14] and the Markovian polling system [12] .
• We overcome the difficulties in analyzing the FCFS orders. (See the expressions and the explanations in Section 4 of F I j,β (·) and the expected numbers of customers at feedback epochs, which explicitly depend on the (local) service orders).
• We scarcely require any second moment in our analysis. The second moments appear only in the steady state average values through the average remaining timer κ,a . The method developed in this paper has a lot in common with the method for priority queueing systems [11, 14] and can also be applied to a Markovian polling system [12] . The advantage of our method is its wide applicability to the analysis of mean sojourn times in many types of M/G/1 multiclass queueing systems. The following is a list of the notations frequently used in this paper.
System parameters and related quantities (I)
J, L i , J c : number of groups, number of classes in group i, and 
System parameters and related quantities (II)
T i,α , T i,α : total amount of service times received by a customer arriving as an (i, α)-customer until it departs from the system, and its expectation; : sets of the gated groups and the exhaustive groups, resp.; H gF , H eF : sets of the gated FCFS groups and the exhaustive FCFS groups, resp.; H gP , H eP : sets of the gated priority groups and the exhaustive priority groups, resp.
State of the system and related quantities
(κ(t), a(t)) : status of the server at time t: the server serves a (κ(t), a(t))-customer if κ(t) ∈ Π, or it is in the switchover period
: remaining service time of a customer being served at time t if κ(t) ∈ Π, or remaining length of a switchover period if κ(t) ∈ Π s ; g i,α (t)
: number of (i, α)-customers in the service facility (not being served) at time t; n i,α (t)
: number of (i, α)-customers in the waiting room at time t; g(t), n(t) : vectors (g i,α (t) : (i, α) ∈ S) and (n i,α (t) : (i, α) ∈ S), resp.; X(t), Γ(t) : station and class, resp., of a customer arriving at the last transition epoch;
L(t)
: information of the system at time t; Y (t)
: system state at time t (= (X(t), Γ
(t), κ(t), a(t), r(t), g(t), n(t), L(t))); Q, E
: the stochastic process (Q = {Y (t) : t ≥ 0}) and its state space. State of the system at polling instants and related quantities ν The first equality comes from (4.25) and (5.11), the third equality comes from (4.26) , and the last equality comes from (5.5), (5.6), (5.7) and (7.1).
System performance measures and related quantities W
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